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Abstract: One of the most frequent ways to widen the adsorption range of carbon nitride (CN) is
to add a well-known photosensitizer into its basic structure. So far, such attachments have been
accomplished by using weak van der Waals forces. However, using strong covalent bonding to attach
such photosensitizer with CN is yet to be determined. Here, for the first time, we covalently bonded
porphyrin (5,10,15,20-tetrakis(4-(2,4-diamino-1,3,5-triazinyl) phenyl)-Porphyrin (TDP)), a renowned
photosensitizer, effectively with CN by thermally balanced molecular strategy. A photoreaction
system was set up for the deoxygenated conversion of CO2 to CO under visible light, where cobalt
acted as a redox controller to speed up the charge transportation, while CN-TDP worked as a CO2

activating photocatalyst. The subsequent photocatalyst has a broader absorbance range, a greater
specific surface area, and intramolecular organic connections that help to decrease the electron-
hole pairs’ recombination rate. Furthermore, the average weight ratio between urea and TDP was
well-tuned, resulting in a fantastic CO2 photoconversion for CN-TDP7.0 compared to the blank
sample. This substantial increase in photocatalytic activity predicts a significant shift in CN’s specific
surface area, band gap, chemical composition, and structure, as well as the efficient separation of
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photogenerated charge carriers from the ground state (HOMO) to the excited state (LUMO), making it
a top candidate for CO2 photoreduction. At the same time, this approach paves the path for the
bottom-up fabrication of carbon nitride nanosheets.

Keywords: carbon nitride; porphyrin; covalent bonding; photocatalytic carbon dioxide reduction;
covalent bonding

1. Introduction

Overuse of fossil fuels is causing an increasingly urgent energy crisis and endanger-
ing the environment [1–5]. To find alternatives, researchers are developing promising
renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic and photocatalytic devices, that can be
used to convert a certain amount of solar energy into sustainable energy sources [6–9].
The emission of greenhouse gases has hit a record level in the last century. Carbon dioxide
(CO2) is the primary concern for the global atmosphere due to fossil fuel combustion in
the previous decades [10–12]. To date, several valuable technologies have been explored
to convert CO2 into renewable fuels as a potential solution to this inescapable global is-
sue [13–15]. Among these, inspired by natural photosynthesis, using a semiconductor
mediator to transform solar energy into chemical energy, by consuming CO2 and water,
is the most promising one [16,17]. A wide range of semiconductors have been studied
so far for this purpose. However, most of these semiconductors have lost their value for
being active only under UV light, made of costly precious metals, or photocatalytically
not stable in the long run [18–20]. Therefore, it is critical to highlight metal-free semi-
conductors with extended consistency, low cost, easy availability, active under visible
light, and rapid activation response. Carbon nitride (CN) is a metal-free semiconductor
made up of carbon and nitrogen with an intrinsic bandgap of 2.7 eV. CN is highly durable,
inexpensive, active under visible light, and needs simple procedures to alter its textural and
electronic structure [21–24]. To date, techniques such as doping, nanostructuring, coupling,
and sensitization have been used to increase the photocatalytic efficiency of CN [25–27].
Furthermore, several metals, non-metals, and monomers have been integrated into the
primary structure of CN to improve its photocatalytic behavior and selectivity [28–31].
Recently, it has shown excellent performance in the photoreduction in CO2 due to its
wide surface area, which allows charge carriers to be transported to active sites [32–34].
However, the photocatalytic activity of copolymerized CN for CO2 reduction is still insuffi-
cient. Therefore, several researchers have used a cobalt (Co) co-catalyst to make it much
more active for CO2 reduction. Incorporating Co into these photochemical systems makes
the catalytic oxidation and reduction mechanism easy by promoting the charge carrier
isolation and transportation [35–38]. Moreover, it is essential to fabricate CN nanosheets
with wider visible light sensitivity. Due to the outstanding visible light absorption capabil-
ities, porphyrins have been frequently employed as a photosensitizer in photochemical
systems. So far, in porphyrin-based heterojunction with CN, porphyrin connects with
CN through feeble electrostatic forces such as π-π staking or hydrogen bonding [39,40].
However, due to the restricted absorption of porphyrin on the CN, it remains a difficult task
to bring more extensive improvements in their photocatalytic properties [41,42]. Anyhow,
the transmission of electrons between CN and porphyrin can be substantially increased by
connecting them through covalent bonding, and thus their solar energy absorbance can be
enhanced further [43,44].

In the present work, we implanted organic conjugated monomer TDP into the tri-
azine structure of CN through covalent bonding to construct promising carbon nitride
nanosheets (Scheme 1). Initially, via mechanical mixing, TDP, and urea were connected by
hydrogen bonding to form supramolecular complexes before heating. Through thermal
polymerization (150–300 ◦C), a urea-TDP solution was generated, where TDP in the molec-
ular state was evenly dispersed in the solution [21]. Furthermore, at 234 ◦C, the melamine
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was formed as a chemically activated intermediate, which subsequently undergoes copoly-
merization at around 390 ◦C with 2, 4-diamino-1, 3, 5-triazinyl cluster of TDP. Finally,
via covalent bonding, the integration of TDP into the CN frame has been achieved when
the temperature was increased to 550 ◦C. As a result of this effective modification, CO2 re-
duction improved significantly, credited to increased visible light absorption and better
charge separation and transportation.

Scheme 1. Hydrogen bonded supramolecular complex assembly obtained between organic Urea-
TDP. Conceivable reaction route of incorporation of TDP monomer into CN framework. Where 1:
Urea, 2: Isocyanic acid, 3: 1, 3, 5-triazine-2,4,6-triamine, 4: Heptaazaphenalene-triamine, 5: TDP,
and 6: CN-TDP. (a: Ammonia, b: H2O, c: CO2 and d: Ammonia).

2. Result and Discussion

The powder XRD of CN and modified CN-TDPx, depicted in Figure 1a, shows that
the structures are closely related. A well-resolved peak at 27.5◦ is indicating the (002) plane
of graphitic, and another small peak at 12.7◦ is showing the in-plane repeated (100) units
of heptazine. With the increasing volume of TDP in the structure of CN, it was discovered
that the peak intensity at 27.5◦ was enhanced relative to pure CN. The incorporation
of TDP in CN is the primary cause of change in the peak intensity. Fourier-transform
infrared spectra (FT-IR) of the prepared samples are related to the heterocyclic structure
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of CN, as presented in Figure 1b. The typical vibrational band peaks of heptazine can
be found at 813 cm−1 and 1230 to 1630 cm−1, respectively, confirming the presence of
triazine subunits in all samples. The broad absorption peaks indexed at 2900 to 3100 cm−1

predict N-H vibration bands, which may be due to the uncondensed amine group at
the surface and adsorbed water molecules [45,46]. All samples exhibit associated FT-IR
vibrations, indicating structural integrity even after the copolymerization phase. Moreover,
the BET phenomenon was utilized to determine the specific surface area of the as-prepared
CN and CN-TDP7.0 photocatalysts (Figure 1c). BET surface area for CN-TDP7.0 after
copolymerization is 179.27 m2g−1, compared to 65.43 m2g−1 for a blank sample of CN
under the same conditions. Nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms were used to
analyze pore size diameter, as shown in Figure 1d. The pore size distribution reveals a
greater pore size for CN-TDP7.0 over CN due to the compact nanosheet. It was found that
the increased surface area and pore size diameters for copolymerized samples resulted
in better photocatalytic CO2 reduction. Thermal stability of superior sample CN-TDP7.0
was demonstrated through thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) as shown in Figure S3.
As explained in the experimental portion, that samples were synthesized at constant
temperature of 600 ◦C under static air has been identified from TGA curve. Secondly,
the thermal degradation of sample has been observed around 650 ◦C may be related to the
crosslinking in the sample.

Figure 1. (a) PXRD (b) FT-IR, (c) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption, (d) corresponding pore size
distribution for CN and modified CN-TDP7.0.

In Figure 2a, the SEM measurements show that the CN nanosheets are closely packed.
However, the morphology did not sustain after adding TDP monomer (change from
nanosheets to irregular rough surface nanoparticles). At the same time, Figure 2b shows
magnified irregular nanoparticles with an average diameter of 70–100 nm for CN-TDPx.
Asymmetrical, thick, and compressed nanosheets can be seen in Figure 2c for CN, while sup-
pressed surface morphology was observed for CN-TDP7.0 with transparent, smooth, tinny,
and much-reduced size, as well as silk-like nanostructures for CN-TDP7.0 were found
(Figure 2d).
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image for CN and (b) for CN-TDP7.0. (c) TEM image for CN and (d) for CN-TDP7.0 

samples. 
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Figure 2. (a) SEM image for CN and (b) for CN-TDP7.0. (c) TEM image for CN and (d) for CN-
TDP7.0 samples.

The photoluminescence (PL) signals moved from shorter to extended wavelength
as the dopant (TDP) concentration was increased, as shown in Figure 3a. The result
indicates that the CN-TDP nanosheets displayed fluorescence quenching, suggesting a
lower recombination rate for the photogenerated charges and enhanced separation ef-
ficiency [47]. Such a quenching might be due to the synergistic effect of the CN-TDP
nanosheet’s decreased thickness and the creation of molecular heterojunction between
TDP and CN components, forcing the charge carriers to move to the surface. It can be
seen from the UV-visible spectrum in Figure 3b that the optical edges of the CN-TDP7.0
material clearly experienced a shift to 430 nm from 495 nm for CN. The thickness and
smaller size of the particles might be the main reason for such a shift that results in the
quantum confinement effect. With the integration of varying amounts of TDP, the absorp-
tion range spread up to 500 nm, owing to the superior optical absorption performance for
the TDP [41,48]. Further, optical band gaps were found to be shifted from 2.95 for CN to
2.71–2.54 eV for varying the amount of TDP. The induction of conjugated TDP into the
skeleton of CN significantly reduces the p-electron delocalization within the conjugated
system of the CN by generating photogenerated electrons-hole pairs, resulting in a simple
decline in the related band gap as described in the DRS section. Furthermore, the electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectrum was utilized to determine the origin of electronic
band assembly for both CN and TDP integrated CNs, as shown in Figure 3c. Compared to
CN, the strength of the Lorentzian line attributed, to the carbon atom, unpaired electrons
in CN-TDP7.0 (g = 2.003) was clearly increased [49,50]. It was observed that, once TDP
was embedded in the skeleton of the CN at room temperature (RT) in the dark condition,
the productivity of excited electrons separation and the thickness of the electron signals
increased considerably. The elemental analysis was determined for each element within
the samples (Figure 3d). The superior sample CN-TDP7.0 manifests a significant elemental
composition and a high value of C/N ratio due to the copolymerization process (Table S1).
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More crucially, the solid-state 13C NMR technique was utilized to analyze the quantity of
carbon-containing compounds involved in CN after molecular doping. The results showed
that the spectrum acquired for Pure CN and CN-TDP7.0 materials were essentially identical,
although a new additional peak was discovered for CN-TDP7.0 at 20.26 ppm, as shown in
Figure S2. This indicates that a novel species, such as carbon contents, was created by the
copolymerization interaction of TDP monomer with CN.

Figure 3. (a) photoluminescence spectra, (b) UV-Visible DRS, (c) EPR spectra in the dark at RT for CN
and CN-TDP7.0 samples. (d) Elemental analysis and C/N molar ratio for all samples under visible
light (λ > 420 nm).

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was utilized to examine the elemental chem-
ical arrangement and composition of the samples. The results show that both samples,
CN and CN-TDP7.0, mostly have C, N, with a minor quantity of O element. The XPS
spectra of C 1s show two major peaks at 287.8, 284.5 eV for CN and 288.4, 285.3 eV for
CN-TDP7.0 can be assigned to carbon coordination to N (N-C=N) and at 284.6 eV due
to sp2 trigonal planar hybridized carbon in the s-triazine ring, (Figure 4a,b). Similarly,
the XPS spectrum of N 1s (Figure 4c–d) shows peaks at 398.2, 400.2, 404.4 eV for CN and
399.0, 400.4, 404.9 eV for CN-TDP7.0 can be due to sp2-hybridized N of the triazine system
(C-N=N) bonds, terminal N-(C)3 clusters and amino groups, respectively. In Figure S1
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the wide XPS spectrum and O 1s XPS spectra can be seen for CN and CN-TDP7.0 samples.

2.1. Photocatalytic Property of CO2 Reduction

CN and CN-TDP7.0 were utilized for the photocatalytic reduction in CO2 under visible
light irradiation to convert CO2 into CO and [O] products. Reactions were run at 30 ◦C
and 1 atm in an aqueous medium containing acetonitrile (MeCN). Due to its high solubility
in acetonitrile than water at standard atmospheric pressure, acetonitrile was used as the
primary solvent. The reaction medium was consist of Co(bpy)3

2+ as a photosensitizer and
co-catalyst, triethanolamine (TEOA) as a sacrificial agent, and CO2. Through an oxidative
dehydrogenation process with the help of TEOA, releases hydrogen H2, which combines
with [O] to form H2O. Under the same conditions, 4 h long controlled experiments, in-
volving the reduction of CO2 into CO and H2, were carried out to test the practicality
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of the CN-TDP7.0 as a photocatalyst. Figure 5a shows the evolution of CO (64.71 mol)
and H2 (11.29 mol) product gases after photooxidation of CO2 with the help of photocat-
alyst under solar light, emphasizing the improved photocatalytic activity for CO2. As a
result, the device continues to deliver high selectivity of CO, with a maximum yield in
the early hours compared to H2, but as the reaction time increases, the yield steadily
decreases. The degradation of the [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 photosensitizer is the fundamental cause
of its decreased photocatalytic activity after a prolonged reaction [51]. Furthermore, long-
term stability tests were applied to determine the stability parameter of the CN-TDP7.0.
To test, the used CN-TDP7.0 catalyst was cleaned, retrieved, and spread into a Schlenk
bottle holding a fresh sacrificial agent and photosensitizer under similar circumstances.
Five recycling tests were carried out concurrently to test the reliability of the photocatalyst
for CO2 reduction, with the catalyst being washed and reused after each step. As seen in
Figure 5b, after individual series, the recycled photocatalyst shows a minor decline in CO
growth, meaning that it is the most stable catalyst for CO evolution. Likewise, to examine
whether the excitation of TDP7.0 induced CN depends on the incident light wavelength for
the photocatalytic production of CO and H2, supervised experiments have been carried out
under the same conditions by adjusting the cut-off filter, as shown in Figure 5c. The yield
of CO is almost equal to the optical absorption spectrum of CN-TDP7.0, as seen in the
systematic figure. The sum of H2 and CO declines as the wavelength increases. This finding
supports the theory that using the copolymerization principle with a CN semiconduc-
tor improves CO2 photoreduction under artificial photosynthesis by improving charge
separation and increasing the wavelength intensity to 510 nm. Under similar conditions,
experiments were run by using different organic solvents, namely Dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF), tetrahydrofuran (THF), and trichloromethane
(TCM) for CO2 reduction, as shown in Figure 5d. The figure shows certain solvents that are
good for CO2 reduction since they contain a lot of nitrogen and oxygen species, which can
easily dissolve CO2 during the reaction and increase the amount of CO in different media,
particularly MeCN and THF solvents.

Figure 4. High-resolution XPS spectra of CN and CN-TDP7.0. (a–b) for C 1s and (c–d) for N
1s, respectively.

Similarly, under the same condition, the reaction system was utilized using different
amounts of TDP and precursors of CN along with pure samples as a comparison (Figure 6a).
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Results demonstrate that CN, synthesized from urea and its copolymerized CN-TDP7.0,
is the most favorable sample for enhanced evolution of CO from the CO2 reduction reaction
system. More specifically, the reaction system was investigated to determine the effect of
temperature on the evolution of CO from CO2 photoreduction. As a result, the reaction
system was tested at different temperatures (10–60 ◦C), as shown in Figure 6b. The volume
of CO produced increases to its maximum value of 43.32 mol h−1 as the temperature rises
from 20 ◦C to 30 ◦C, with a CO selectivity of 88.2 % (inset Figure 5d). As the reaction
temperature increases above 30 ◦C, the photocatalytic efficiency of the catalyst declines,
implying that the photocatalytic operation is maximum at the optimal temperature of 30 ◦C.
Several experiments have been conducted under similar conditions to establish that CO2
photoreduction initiated by CN-TDP7.0 catalyst, when performed without the inclusion
of the primary catalyst, results in no CO or H2 evolution, highlighting the importance
of CN-TDP7.0 in the photocatalysis of CO2 reduction. In order to determine whether the
reaction mechanism is photocatalytic, the reaction was carried out in the dark. Again no
observation of CO or H2 implies that the system only stabilizes and maintains photocat-
alytic activity under the light. Regulated trials have also been carried out in the absence
of photosensitizers such as [Ru(bby)3] and TEOA. However, the investigation shows a
weak production of CO and H2 without Cl2 and CoCl2 (Table S2). Similarly, the reaction
mechanism was tested by exchanging N2 and Ar gas instead of CO2 and using various
sacrificial agents such as lactic acid and formic acid instead of triethanolamine, demon-
strating the inadequate identification of the resultant CO and H2. The data show that the
reaction systems are photocatalytically inactive, and these factors are critical in activating
and progressing the reaction mechanism toward greater photocatalytic CO2 reduction.

Figure 5. (a) Time function CO2 reduction reaction. (b) Stability experiments of CN-TDP7.0 photocata-
lyst. (c) Different wavelength experiments. (d) Different solvent experiments by using as-synthesized
samples under visible light.

The charge isolation, migration, and generation on the interface of concern samples are
examined by using photo-electrochemical analyses of the as-prepared samples. Figure 7a
shows the photocurrent of parental CN and CN-TDP7.0 photocatalyst, clearly demon-
strating that the photocurrent intensity of CN increases abruptly after doping with TDP,
presumably due to the efficient photogenerated charges, decrease in electron-hole pairs
oxo-reductive potential, and enhancement of optical absorption on the TDP copolymer
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interface. The rapid charge recombination of CN-TDP7.0 increases the surface area and
optical absorbance. Thus these two candidates are the key factors for significantly im-
proving photocatalytic activity, especially in heterogeneous photocatalytic CO2 reduction
reactions. Charge recombination directly relates to surface area and optical absorbance,
so a photocatalyst would raise the surface area, widen the optical absorbance, and decrease
the recombination rate. A much lower semicircular Nyquist plot was observed for CN-
TDP7.0 than CN in the dark, demonstrating that the combination of TDP monomer in the
framework of CN increased its electronic conductivity and thereby improved its charge
isolation, as shown in Figure 7b.

Figure 6. (a) CO2 reduction reaction by using different catalysts for comparison. (b) Different organic
solvent CO2 reduction reactions at given conditions under visible light.

Figure 7. (a) The photocurrent response of CN-TDP7.0 as compared with CN, (b) the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) Nyquist graph in dark condition for pure CN and modified CN-TDP7.0.

2.2. Mechanism of CO2 Reduction Reaction

The possible photocatalytic mechanism under visible light for CO2 reduction by CN-
TDP7.0 is depicted in Figure 8. Initially, the excitation of CN-TDP7.0 promotes charge carrier
production, separation, and their interfacial transmission. An occurrence of an electron
intermediary with a co-catalyst suggesting that the transmission speeds up to the surface.
As a result, high-energy electrons and holes were created. Later the cyclic translation of
CO2 and an oxidable of organic moiety take place. After the oxidative dehydrogenation of
TEOA, the stimulated CO2 was photocatalytically divided into CO and [O], with H2 as a
co-product. The overall reaction is:

CO2 + 2H+ + 2e→ CO + H2O

The organic substrate TEOA still provides both protons and electrons. In this case,
water might theoretically serve as a long-term supply of electrons and protons for this cross
photochemical system.
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Figure 8. Under visible light irradiation, cobalt redox catalysis and CN-TDP7.0 photocatalysis work
together to activate and reduce CO2 to CO.

3. Experimental
Preparation of Pure CN and Modified CN-TDP

The CN samples were prepared by using urea as a major precursor. Typically, 15 g of
urea was heated directly at 600 ◦C (5 ◦C min−1) in an air furnace for about 2 h. To make
TDP modified CN (CH-TDPx), a varied quantity of TDP (x = 7.0, 12.0 mg) was mixed
with a fixed amount of urea (15 g) in 15 mL of distilled water and kept in a glycerol-based
oil bath at 90 ◦C with constant stirring for a whole day and night until the water was
entirely evaporated. After that, the solid wastes were placed in a crucible and calcined
for 2 h in an air furnace at 600 ◦C (5 ◦C min−1). The as-prepared samples were grounded
into power and utilized for subsequent procedures and characterization after cooling to
room temperature.

4. Conclusions

Finally, the bottom-up production of porphyrin-modified CN was carried out through
covalent bonding for boosted CO2 reduction. The integration of TDP into the triazine
skeleton of CN significantly improves and promotes CO2 photoreduction into CO ma-
terials. Such integration facilitates the current, surface, and structural properties of CN.
Speeding up the electron charge transmission reduces the electron-hole recombination and
enhances the optical absorption properties. Hence, proving this photocatalyst as one of
the best candidates for heterogeneous catalysis. Our best sample (CN-TDP7.0) achieved
fantastic CO2 photoconversion, with a 15-fold-enhanced catalytic efficiency, compared to
the blank CN sample. It is fair to assume that the widespread use of the thermal polymer-
ization technique improves the catalytic efficiency of CN for CO2 photoreduction into CO
when exposed to visible light.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/catal11080935/s1, 1: Chemical used, 2. Preparation of photocatalysts, 2.1: The synthesis of
CN and CN-TDP, 3. Characterization, 3.1: Photocatalytic CO2 reduction reaction, 3.2: Electrochemical
Measurements, Figure S1: (a,b) wide range XPS spectra of CN and CN-TDP7.0 and (c–d) XPS of
O 1s respectively. Figure S2: NMR spectra of CN and CN-TDP7.0, Figure S3: TGA spectra of CN-
TDP7.0, Table S1: Physicochemical properties and CO and H2 evolution during CO2 reduction of
as-prepared samples.
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